Mass and count: syntax or semantics? by Doetjes, J.S.
It is argued by many linguists that the disributional differences have a
semantic source. ACcording to Bunt (1985) and Landman (1989) mass
terms differ from count terms in that they do not have a structure with
minimal parts. They have homogeneous reference, which means that any
two parts of Nn,u,. together are also Nn.,or, ('cumulativity') and any subpart
of Nn,o* is also N*or, ('divisivitY').*-ïn 
this pup"iÏ wiil argue that an item that behaves syntactically as
if it is mass (th.tt, on a par with gotd) can have minimal parts' The
existence of such 'count maSS nouns' forces uS to reconsider the
mass/count distinction. First a distinction is made between objects that are
syntactically mass, which is expressed through lack of the singular-plural
opposition, and objects that are-semantically mass, which means that they
tact minimal parts. I will investigate in section 3 how the class of count
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mass nouns can be accounted for, and will tentatively analyze them as
mass groups (cf. Landman 1989 for the notion of group), in which the
minimal parts have a different status, and are therefore not accessible for
Number. If such an account is possible, the parallel between semantic
structure and syntactic structure can be maintained, while doing justice
to the class of count mass nouns.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 1, I will
comment on the mass/count distinction in general, and on mass-to-count
and count-to-mass shifting processes. In section2,l will show that there
is linguistic evidence in favour'of the idea that there are semantically
count nouns that syntactically behave as if they are mass. The evidence
for this comes in the first place from Mandarin Chinese, which is a so-
called classifier language. In this language all nouns have the distribution
of mass nouns in non-classifier languages. It has been argued by different
people that all nouns in this language are mass (see for instance Sharvy
1978 and Sybesma 1992). I will argue that in Chinese there is linguistic
- which means non-ontological - evidence that the mass/count distinction
plays a role. Further evidence for count mass nouns comes fromfurniture
nouns. I will argue thatfurniture nouns are similar to the Chinese count
nouns. In section 3 I will motivate that count mass nouns might be seen
as mass groups. Finally I will discuss and reject on empirical grounds the
proposal of Sharvy (1978), according to which it is possible to analyze
all English nouns as mass nouns, on a par with Mandarin Chinese, by
assuming a classifier deletion operation.
1. About the mass-count distinction
1,.1. Minimal parts
The basic difference between mass and count nouns seems to be that
count terms provide us with a criterion for counting, whereas mass terms
do not. Descriptively, there seems to be a relation between the presence
of Number morphology and the possibility of not having a classifier in
the context of a cardinal numeral (cf. for instance Greenberg 1972).
We can only add Number morphology if we know how to
partition; the Number morphology itself does not tell us how the
partitioning should be made. One could say that Number signals the
presence of a partitioning that is already present in the denotation of the
noun, and hence it can only be combined with count nouns, which
provide minimal parts. The use of a singular or a plural implies that we
know what we have a singularity or plurality of, and this information is




Count nouns and mass nouns have a different distribution.r Count nouns
can be pluralized, the bare noun form is a plural, they can be combined
with oie and another, and they can be counted without the intervention
of a measure word (henceforth classifier). Mass nouns cannot be
pluralized, the bare noun form is a singular, they are incompatible with
àne and another, and they need insertion of a classifier if combined with
a cardinal numeral. By 'classifier' I mean elements such as litre, piece
and head in heød of cattle. The differences are illustrated in (1):
(1) Count terms: cup.t, another cup, two cups
Mass termsi gold(#s), #another gold, füwo gold(s), two
pieces of gold
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noun from being a plural or counted without 
intervention of a classifier'
In the course of this paper it wi¡ t..orrr. clear 
that in fact I do believe
that for mass terms ,u.tt u, chønge the 'no 
minimal parts hypothesis is
false. However, ñ;;.i agree *itt, Ctti"rchia in assuming 
that all mass
nouns have minimal parts and follow Bunt's 
idea that there must be clear
linguistic 
"uioerr"" 
in funor' or itt" existence of the minimal parts 
in
order ro assume that the -ini-ul parrs have 1 linguis:ï ::",Ï. l.*ttt
argue below ttrut ittet" exists a class of syntactic 
mass nouns' l'e' nouns
that show the syntactic distribution of mass 
nouns' that do indeed have
linguistically accessible minimal parts
L.2. Shifts
NounscaneasilyshiftfromcounttomassSensesandviceversa.This
section focuses on count-to-mass and 
mass-to-count shifts' which show
that a lexical distinction between mass and 
count nouns has to be made'
The two types of strifts are differeni in th" 
sense that count-to-mass shifts
follow a regular fãü"tn, while mass-to-count 
shifts are subject to many
lexical restrictionì. In both cases it ttt are examples of 
nouns that resist
shifting, which shows that it cannot be the 
case that either all mass nouns
are derived through count-to-mass shift 
or all count nouns through mass-
to-count shift.
In count-to-mass shifts' a major role is.9\aVed 
by the "Universal
Grinder,, (this term is due to Daviãïewis) 
whichturns a count noun in
amassnoun.TheideathatanycounttermcanbeusedaSamassterm
given an appropriate context has ù;;; adopted by many 
authors [cf' for
instance pelletier i 975, Gl"uron féãj and Hoepti-un 
and Rohrer 19811'
An example illusiratirrg tt i, idea is given by Gleason 
1965. A mother
i"r-it" cómplains about her son and says:
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Dartsinthedomainoftheirdenotation,cannotbeunderstoodinthe
ããn,"*, of singular or Plural'
Classifier'î'ã-"i*ifar þ Number t" lÏ:jY 
signal the presence
ofapartitioning.Butclassifiersusuallycontain'more-informationthan
Number, and trenJìt'" inro'-"ti;ï; to 
partition does not need to be
present in the d;;;;;" "f th: Tln' 
In that sense' the classifier not 
only
sisnalsbutalsoint,odu""sapartitioning,wheleas'Numberonlysignals
oñe. Because of öt"f;atiån d;äåin, 
classifiers can be combined
with mass nouns, which lexica'y.ìïä;*i{;ning 
In the course of this
paper, the status'of-classifiers 
will be refined 
cthesis for mass n
Recentlyb;;'s(1985)no--ini*alparthypothesisformassnouns
has been challenged by Chierchia ifggS)' 
According t  Chierchia all
nouns have minimal parts. rn" åìrttiuutional 
differences between mass
and count nouns arisó from other 
facts:
A mass noun is [...] generauv t"]:3::î1 îiffi îrffii:ffi*
whole of some kind; or e-lse its 
extenslon ls
ofsubstanceswhoseminimalpartsaresomehowmoreelusivethan
ordinary individualr. ro, åîutirpr", 
the denotation of "change" can
be mken to be some kird "f 
;.r't t.nce whose minimal paÍs 
don't
have the same identificæi'on 
criteria as coins' On this view' 
the
minimal parts of mass ;;î Ë;:i1"0 bv 
mvslery and this
iswhy*ã.unnotcountthem.Ipropose.insteadthattheextensron
of mass nouns (l\ke chà;ä ï-;Jtenfallv 
the sam  as that of
pluralsirirt"t'¿'ì)l*f;nå*'simplydånotesasetofordinarv
individual s plusall the ph;"iirirt of 
,u.t individuals' For example'
""hungä;;;;;;' '"$1i'îilql *t:: 
and all the possible sets or
pluralities ;i' ;;i.'. it,i, view is an ''atomistic'' 
olte: we are
commrttedtoclaiming.h*foreachmassnounthereareminimal
oUj""t' ãi'nut tind' just like for 
count *n'' even if the size of
these minimal parts may;"-""gue. 
The main difference between
count and mass nouns iÑ;;il;t rc the followins:îll" 
count
nouns single out in tt e räxlcon 
the relevant atoms or minimal 
parts
(by makiãg them tt," "î"rï,i* 
constiüents of their extension),
mass nouns do not. [Chierchia 1995:2]
InChierchia,sview,thesyntacticdifferencesbetweenmassnounsand
countnounsdonotdependonthepresenceor.absenceofminimalparts.
The minimal parts *t ut*ui'ä?;;:¡î-Cùerchia 
c unt nouns differ
from mass no,ìnr, not in that 
they have -mrnimal 
parts in their extension'
but in that the minimal partl 
;;rhe only elementt itt their extension' 
A
specific f";;;*n oipforul and cardini 
count nouns prevents the mass
(2) Johnny is very choosy about his food' 
He will eat book' but he
won't touch shelf'
Inthisexampleatypicalcountngunisusedasifitismass,referringto
the stuff a book or'i rtt"f is made of' Pelletier argues 
that this 'shift can
bemadeforanynoun.Thechangeishardtomakefornounsthatdonot
have physical ,ui".i, ir their deñotation, but according 
to Pelletier these
nouns also can uip^rr¿ through the universal 
grinder if we make them
refer ro physicti'o6j""|,. Pedãtier illustrates 
itris wittr the following
statement: 
,If numb"i, *.r" physical objects, and if we were to put one
into the grirro"r, tt *. *orrtã úe numuär all over the 
floor' [Pelletier
lg15,p.a5|l.Thisisofcoursetrue,butthishasnothingtodowiththe
meaning of the 
-*or¿ 
number. Similar statements can be made 
about
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nonsense terms as well: 'If porgels were physical objects, and if we were
to put one into the grinder, there would be porgel all over the floor'.
Pelletier adds the necessary meaning feature for grinding to the meaning
of a noun that normally does not have that feature and then concludes
that the noun can undergo a count-to-mass shift. The conclusion that all
count nouns can undergo the count-to-mass shift, which Pelletier draws
from his example, is false. We can only conclude that all nouns denoting
physical objects can have a mass interpretation as well. By using a count
noun as a mass term, one implies that this count noun denotes a physical
object. Count terms that do not denote physical objects cannot undergo
this shift. Some examples ate characteristic, mile and aspect. We cannot
put an aspect in the grinder and there cannot be aspect all over the floor,
unless we assign explicitly a radically different meaning to the word
aspect.In that case grinding is not even necessary in order to get a mass
meaning. If someone creates a perfume called aspect, there can be aspect
all over the floor in the absence of a corresponding count noun and
grinding.
If not generally applicable, the process of shifting from a count
meaning to a mass meaning is regular and predictable. Nouns that refer
to physical objects can undergo a shift and instead of denoting an object
thó denote the stuff the object is made of. This process is fully
productive, and hence there is no need to put the mass interpretation of
count nouns (such as chicken) in the lexicon.
Shifts from mass to count are more complex. It is often possible
to interpret a mass noun Nrur. aS a count term referring to a type of N^ou,
a serving of N^ou or a piece of N^o,, but these processes are not
transparent.
Note for instance that having a type reading does not imply that a
mass-to-count shift has taken place" An example of a mass type reading
is given in (3):
(3) We verkopen dit hout al jaren
we sell this (type of) wood since years
''We have been selling this (type of¡ wood for years'
The word hout cannot be a count term in this type of teading, because it
cannot be pluralized.In order to obtain the plural meaning, the complex
form houtsoorten 'kinds of wood' is used, as is shown in (4):
(4) We hebben verschillende duurzame *houten/ houtsoorten
we have different durable woods/ kinds of woods
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It is not the case that the mass noun hout cannot be used as a count noun
at all. ln slaghoutl slaghouten'batl bats', lit. 'beat-wood(s)' the noun is
count, as the existence of both singular and plural shows. Other words
that resist the mass-to-count shift via the type oÍ N.o.,, reading are glas
'glass', zand 'sand', afval 'waste' etc. This might be subject to some
variation from speaker to speaker.
In other cases the type of N^o,, reading does involve a mass-to-
count shift and plural is available. An example is wijn 'wine':
(5) Bij dit gerecht kunnen veÍschillende wijnen geserveerd worden
with this dish can different wines served become
'One can serve different wines with this dish'
This illustrates that the availability of the count type of N,o.,, reading (at
least in Dutch) is not free, but lexically determined. Other possibilities for
interpretitrg N,nu* as a count noun are serving of N*o,, or piece of N^o,,.
Again, these processes are not predictable as is the count-to-mass shift
discussed above. This is illustrated by the Dutch examples given in (6).
They show three ways in which a mass noun can be used as a count
noun. The count noun can be the same form that is used as mass noun
(wijn'wijn'), it can be a compound in which the noun is preceded by a
specification of what the object is used for (slaghout 'bat') and it can be
a diminutive form (slaapje'nup').Note that diminutives are always count
nouns in Dutch. It is not the case that the compound and the diminutive
are derived from the count noun, after mass-to-count shift has taken
place. The diminutive and the compound can exist when there is no
corresponding simple count noun as in (6a), (6d) and (6Ð. Moreover,
there can be a difference in meaning between the diminutive or com-
pound and the simple count noun, which also shows that they are directly
derived from the mass noun. For instance, the mass noun s/o/'dust' or
'fabric' gives the diminutive stofje'dust-particle' and the count noun srol
'type of fabric'. The count noun stol cannot possibly be used for a dust
particle.2 In the leftmost column of (6) a mass noun given, in the middle
column the corresponding count noun, with its plural ending between
brackets, and in the rightmost column the diminutive form. Compounds
are only added in case they are not derived from the sirnple count form:
2 A, diminutives are quite productive in Dutch, it is possible to derive the diminutive
stofje from the count noun s/o/ as well. Thus stofie can also be a type of fabric, and has
an affective flavour which the non-diminutive form lacks.
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The examples in (6) show that the meaning of the derived count forms
varies. Certain meanings show up frequently: a piece or a serving of N^o,,
and a type of N^ou.In general, the diminutive refers to a small piece or
serving of N^on, while the bare noun form refers to the type of N^o,,
reading. However, we cannot predict which forms are possible and which
meanings are allowed. As I showed above, the count type of N,,o.,., reading
is not always available. In the piece or object of N^o,, reading, we do not
know what kind of object the count version of the mass noun refers to.
Een glas or een glaasje 'a (piece of) glass' can be used for a drinking
glass, the chimney of an oil-lamþ or a spectacle-glass, but not for a glass
vase or a fragment of broken glass. Next to the unpredictable meanings,
there are several unpredictable gaps in the paradigm. The mass nouns
slaap and boter must be diminutive in order to be count. Moreover, the
form botertje 'serving of butter' will not be accepted by all Dutch
speakers. The mass noun goud'gold' lacks a count use for all speakers,
apparently even for chemists, who often can use stuff names for
molecules or atoms (as in two coordinated waters). The form twee goud
'two gold' is attested, and I will argue in section 5 that this might be a
case of an empty classifier, so that the noun is still mass.'
The examples in (6) show that a lot of information has to be stored
in the lexicon about possible and impossible count meanings. It is by no
means possible to predict given a mass noun whether there is a count
meaning and what this count meaning would be like. Hence we have to
assume that shifting from mass-to-count is lexically restricted. The count-
to-mass shift, on the contrary, seems to be a productive lexical process,
applicable to all nouns referring to physical objects in an appropriate
context. The shifting processes are very interesting from the point of view
of the mass/count distinction, because they show that the distinction is
real, and that the distinction is lexical. There must be, in the lexicon,
mass nouns and count nouns, the latter providing a partitioning and the
former not, unless shifting has applied. V/e cannot assume that all nouns
are count, and that mass nouns are derived by count-to-mass shift through
the grinder. This is so, because there are mass nouns that can never be
used as count nouns. Examples are hout 'wood' and goud 'gold'.
Moreover, there are mass nouns that correspond to a count noun.which
has the type of N^o.,, reading. These count nouns do not refer to physical
objects and hence grinding is impossible. The opposite view would be
that grinding does not exist, and that the mass noun is basic in pairs such
as chicken/ a chicken This view is difficult to maintain given nouns such
3 Thanks to Jeroen Kolnaar and Esther Vermeulen for providing me with chemists'
jargon judgements.
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as characteristic, mile and aspect, which do not correspond to a mass
noun. In section 4 below, I will argue more extensively against this view,
which has been defended by Sharvy [Sharvy lg79l.
2. Traces of the mass/count distinction in Chinese
Mandarin Chinese is a so-called numeral classifier language. In languages
such as Chinese all nouns behave syntactically as mass nouns. In the first
place, there is no real plural morphology in Chinese. A bare singular
form can be used both for a singular and for a plural:
(7) shu
book(s)
In the second place, when a Chinese noun is combined with a cardinal
numeral, a classifìer has to be inserted. This is shown in (8):
(8) san-*(nrx) shu
three Cluorrr" book
Mass nouns share these two properties. They are not marked for plural
and a classifier-like item (kilo, box, bottle) has to be inserted when the
noun is combined with a cardinal numeral. The view that all nouns in
Chinese are mass nouns and that individuation is introduced by classifiers
has been defended by Sharvy (1978). More recenrly Muromarsu (1995)
has worked out this idea for Japanese. For Muromatsu there is no
difference between mass and count nouns in the lexicon. Nouns become
mass or count given the context in which they occur. There are two types
of classifiers: individualizing classifiers and measure phrases. In the
context of a measure phrase, or a non-individualizing classifier, nouns ¿ue
mass. According to Muromatsu individualizing classifîers individuate a
mass noun and they can do so because they add form to the unstructured
mass. In fact, universally the individualizing classifiers are often
associated to forms, as noted in Greenberg (1972). I will argue, however,
that a lexical distinction between mass and count nouns has to be made
in numeral classifier languages such as Chinese as well.a
o 
Cf . Chen and Sybesma (1996), who, on a par with Muromarsu (1995), make a
distinction between individual classifiers and measure phrases (which they call 'massifiers').
Contrary to Muromatsu they assume that the individualization is present in the denotation
of the noun, and this is the view that I will defend here.
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Let us first reflect a little more on how minimal parts and number
agreement interact in the context of 'real' count nouns in languages such
as English and Dutch. The plural ending, for instance, indicates that we
have more than one object. It does not give information about what can
be considered to be an object, therefore we know that this information
must somehow be present in the denotation of the count noun. In other
words, we know the plurality of what we are talking about when we use
a plural. Similarly, when we use one N or another N context, we know
what units we have in mind. For instance, with one cup we mean a whole
cup, not just an ear. We see thât the count noun is found in a context
where a partitioning has to be made, and where nothing except for the
noun itself tells us how. In order to show that Chinese has count nouns,
i.e. nouns with minimal parts in their denotation, we have to look at
elements that provoke a partitioning, but that do not give information
about how the partitioning has to be made.
The Chinese classifrer ge 'Cluni,' is in fact similar to the category
Number in that it indicates the presence of a partitioning. Many
individualizing classifiers contain information about how the partitioning
should be made. For instance, the classifier ben'Clnoru,.' signals that a
partitioning in volumes is made. Other classifiers give information about
the shape of the object (zhi 'Cl,o,on"n' indicates that the object is long and
thin and it selects bi 'pen' and jian'arrow'; mian'CI.u.r"""' selects nouns
such as qi 'flag' and jingzf 'mirror'). The classifier ge does not convey
such information. Therefore the partitioning can only be made on the
basis of the denotation of the noun, or, as with mass nouns shifted to a
count interpretation such as a beer, on the basis of convention or context.
The classifter ge tends to replace more specific classifiers. Next to







It has been noted by Rygaloff [Rygaloff 1973, p.73] that the classifier
ge, though it is the most general and most frequent classifier, cannot be
used with mass terms, unless these terms can also be conceived as count




mass/count distinction, including shifting processes,s exists in Chinese as
well and that Number marking is not a necessary consequence of the
presence of a partitioning. The classifier ge does not give any information
about the unit we are looking for. In this respect there is no difference
between ge andNumber morphology. Neither ge nor Number morpholo-
gy conveys any information about the way partitioning should take place.
The noun must contain the information telling us which unit to choose.
Note that the argument I make goes only in one direction. If a noun can
be combined with ge it must have a count structure, but I do not make
an explicit claim about nouns that cannot be combined with ge. Take for
instance the word såø 'book' which used to be incompatible with gø.
There are two ways one can look at the change: on the one hand it could
be the case that ftrst shu was a maSS noun, and because it became a count
noun the classifier ge became possible. It is possible also that ge could
be extended to be used with s/¿ø because shu had a count structure. The
latter option has to be preferred given that there are other criteria of
countness showing that certain nouns that cannot be combined with ge
have count properties. The existence of a neutral individual classifier
which is not associated to a specific form is not restricted to Chinese. For
instance, in Kana, a numeral classifier language spoken in Nigeria, the
most general classifier is kà which is originally the word for 'mother' and
which is used with a great variety of nouns, including the ones cone-
sponding to 'father', 'school', 'axe' and 'alligator' [cf. Ikoro 1994 for
details about the Kana classifier systeml.
A similar argument for the existence of count nouns in Chinese can
be made on the basis of another group of classifiers selecting count
nouns. There exists a set of classifiers that Chao (1968) calls 'group
measures', which are 'semantically [...] used for a group or collection of
individuals'. Again, these classifiers do not contain an indication of how
the domain of denotation has to be partitioned but do imply that there is
a partitioning. This partitioning, again, must be present in the denotation
of the noun. Examples of this type of classifier ate da'dozen' , and qun
'crowd, flock'. Interestingly, when these are combined with the noun r¿ø
'horse', the classifier pi (which for most speakers cannot be replaced by
ge) is omitted:
s It is also possible to use ge in the context of the mass noun beer when a serving
of beer is intended (Rint Sybesma, p.c.).
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(10) a. yi da (*pi) bai-ma6
one dozen (Cl) white-horse
'a dozen of white horses'
yi qun (*pi) ma
one flock horse
'a flock of horses'
This shows that compatibility with ge is not a necessary property of count
nouns in Chinese.
A further sign of the existence of a mass/count distinction in
Chinese might be the distribution of the suffixes -zi and -tou. Rygaloff
(1973:62) notes that the suffix -zi is a marker of non-compositionality for
count nouns. This means that the affix is found on the stem of a count
noun which is not part of a compound. So there is fángzi'house' next to
píngftÍng 'bungalow' (litt. 'flat-house') and yudnzi 'garden' next to
gõngyuán 'public garden'. In fángzi 'house' and yuánzi 'garden' the
suffix is necessary, but with other nouns, such as dao(zi)'knife', it is
optional. There are at least two counterexamples to the claim that we are
dealing with a suffix that selects a count noun here, and these are shãzi
'sand' and mòzi lfoam' (Rint Sybesma p.c.). However, one could argue
that these are count nouns in Chinese, and coffespond to 'grain of sand'
and 'bubble' respectively. The suffix might perhaps be analyzed as a
diminutive marker (Rint Sybesma p.c.). If this analysis is correct the
count properties of -zi could be related to the count properties of the
diminutive suffix -tje (cf. (6) above). It is not implausible rhat a
diminutive can only be combined with count terms because only count
objects can have a size. Next to -zi there is another marker of non-
compositionality, -tou, which is only used with mass nouns. V/e find -ro¡¿
in mùtou'wood' but not in the composed songmù'fir-wood' [Rygaloff
1973, p. 62).
All nouns in Chinese have the syntactic distribution of mass nouns.
On the basis of the evidence presented in this section a semantic
distinction between two types of syntactic mass nouns can be made. Mass
mass nouns do not provide us with a criterion for partitioning and count
mass nouns do. In Chinese these two types of nouns reflect the
mass/count distinction. The presence of a classifier does not necessarily
indicate that there are no minimal parts present in the denotation of a
noun.
6 Without the adjective bai 'white', the sentence is not acceptable, whether the
classifier is present or not. This might have to do with the tendency to avoid monosyllabic





In this section I will argue that the existence of count mass nouns is not
restricted to classifier languages. There is evidence that certain mass
nouns in non-classifier languages do provide us with linguistically
significant minimal parts in the domain of their denotation, even if
Number morphology does not have access to them. The argument is
similar to the one used for the Chinese cases. If a classifier does not
provide any information about how to partition, and the combination of
that classifier and a given noun gives rise to an unambiguous partitioning,
the information about this partitioning must be present in the noun.
Classifiers such as piece are so general that we can assume that they give
us no clue as to how to make a partitioning. These classifiers allow us to
make an interesting distinction between two classes of mass nouns. In the
context of certain mass nouns, the partitioning is arbitrary, whereas it is
perfectly clear how the partitioning has to be made in the context of other
mass nouns. Consider the examples in (11), in which the general
classifier piece and the analogous Dutch stuk are combined with the mass
noun cheesel lcaas;
(11) a piece of cheese
een stuk kaas
There are no real conditions on how the partitioning should be made.
Therefore, the following statement is true:
(12) A piece of a piece of cheese is a piece of cheese
Many mass nouns pattern alike: wood, glass, plastic, etc. This inference
cannot be made, however, for all maSS nouns that can be combined with
the classifrer piece. Consider the examples in (13):
(13) a. een stuk vee/ meubilair/ bagagel gereedschap
a piece cattlel furniture/ luggage/ tool
b. a piece of furniture/ silverware
In the context of the nouns in (13) we know exactly and unambiguously
what is meant by o piece of N, and instead of the inference in (12) we
can make the inference in (14):
(14) A piece of a piece of furniture is NOT a piece of furniture
a.
b.
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The leg of a chair is not a piece of furniture, though it is a piece of a
piece of furniture. There is no big difference between singular and plural
and very general classifiers. The word piece tells us that we have to
subdivide in units. It does not say anything about what these units are.
Similarly, Number signals a division in minimal parts, and does not give
information about what these parts are.
The classifier piece differs from Chinese ge in that it can be
combined with both mass maSS nouns and count mass nouns. However,
when used with a count mass noun, it brings to light that what counts as
a 'piece' is given by the denotation of the noun. The classifier piece can
be compared to the quantifier some. Some can be combined with both
mass nouns and count nouns. In combination with a mass noun it refers
to an arbitrary portion of N-u., and together with a count noun it refers
to a minimal part. The different inferences one can make in the context
of mass and count terms present a contrast that is similar to the one
between (17) and (19):
(15) a. A part of some gold is some gold as well
b. A part of some cup is not some cuPT
(15a) is similar to (12), and contains a mass noun, whereas (15b) is
similar to (14) and contains a count noun. It has to be noted, though, that
the quantifter some does not have access to the minimal parts of the
.furniture-nouns: some furniture is similar to some gold, or to some cups,
where a plural is used. This shows that some only has access to minimal
parts of the real count nouns, and not of the count mass nouns, and in
that respect it differs from the classifrer piece. This difference is not
problematic, because there obviously is a difference between count nouns
and count mass nouns.
The relation between countability and the classifier stuk in the
context of furnitur¿-nouns is strengthened by the following observation.
The classifter stuk can be used to replace a null count noun in answering
a question. In that case we find the form stuks 'piece+genitive' as is
shown in (16):8
(16) Hoeveel boeken neem je mee? twee s/øfrsl *stukken
how-many books take you with? two piece+gen/ pieces
t Obuiously, the inference is false if count-to-mass shift has taken place.
8 In Dutch, classifiers do not always take plural in the context of a cardinal (>l).
There are several distinctions related to the presence or absence of plural on the classifier
that are beyond the scope of this paper.
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When in this same context a mass amount is questioned, only the plural
form stukken is possible:
(17) Hoeveel kaas heb je gegeten? twee stukkenl *stuks
how-much cheese have you eaten? two pieces/ piece+gen
Note also that there is a tendency to use the count form stuks when
furniture-nouns are combined with cardinals:
(18) drie stuks/ #stukken vee, vijf stuks/ #?stukken bagage
The furniture-nouns are extensively discussed by Chierchia while
defending the idea that mass nouns have minimal parts. I fully agree with
him for these nouns, on the basis of the evidence presented in this
section. However, there is a difference between these nouns and nouns
such as water, ice and mud, in which it is at best unclear what the
minimal parts are.
4. Mass groups
An important question is now why the mass count nouns have no access
to count syntax (Number). This question could be answered in an
uninteresting way, by stating that these words are marked in the lexicon
as incompatible with Number. Instead I propose, tentatively, that we are
dealing with the mass counterpart of a group. An example of a (count)
group, as defined by Landman (1989) is the word committee. Even if we
know that it refers to a plurality of persons, it cannot be used as a plural.
Consider the examples in (19), due to Landman (1989):
(19) a. John and Bill are judges
b. #Committee A are judges
The sentence in (19b) is awkward, even if John and Bill are the two only
members of the committee. This shows that a committee is not identical
to the sum of its members. Instead, Landman postulates a 'consist of
relation between the committee and its members which makes (20)
predictable and (19b) unexPected:
(20) Committee A consists of judges
This pattern is very similar to the one found for furnit¿rre-nouns as ls
shown in (21):
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(2r) The objects are chairs
#The furniture arel is chairs
The furniture consists of chairs
The difference between a committee and furniture is that the former
represents a count group, and the latter a mass group. Even if furniture
consists of minimal parts, any set of these minimal parts falls into the
denotation domain of furniture. lf I take a chair that is part of my
furniture and a table that is part of my friend's furniture, the object they
form together is furniture. For'committee this is different. If I take a
member of committee A and a member of committee B, the two of them
together do not necessarily form a committee.
If it is true that nouns such as furniture can be analyzed as mass
groups, the minimal part hypothesis of mass nouns has to be reconsid-
ered. The noun furniture consists of minimal parts, and hence we can
determine that the smallest entity that can be considered to be furniture
is a mass group with one member. This implies that divisivity does not
hold, and thus that homogeneity is not a necessary property of mass
nouns. I will leave this issue for further research.
An interesting question follows from this approach in connection
to the Chinese examples. There are two possible sources for the
difference between classifier languages and non-classifier languages. On
the one hand it could be the case that in Chinese, the nouns refer to mass
groups, and that henceforth the category plural cannot exist. On the other
hand it could be the case that Chinese lacks a singular/plural opposition,
and that therefore it only can have count nouns of the furniture-type.
According to Peyraube (1995) the individual classifier arises in Pre-
Medieval Chinese (Znd c. BC - 3rd c. AD), and might be due to the loss
of the plural infix -r-. This is evidence for the second option.
5. Against Sharvy
Based on the assumption that all nouns in Chinese are mass nouns,
Sharvy argues that it might be possible to consider all count nouns in
English to be underlyingly mass as well. Such a view is evidently not in
accordance with the findings in this paper. In this section I would like to
give some independent empirical arguments against Sharvy's proposal.
Sharvy invites us to imagine a language English* with only mass
nouns, which is similar to Chinese, but in which there are many
possibilities of having empty classifiers. This language would seem to
have count nouns, but in fact, the empty classifiers would be responsible





is in fact English*, and does not have any count nouns. Without
discussing Sharvy's argument in detail, I would like to focus on the status
of the empty classifier, and conditions that allow us to have empty
classifiers. Sharvy states that beer is never a count noun, because we can
have count beer referring to a variety of different objects:
(22) Bring me three beers (serving of beer)
Open three beers (container of beer)
We tasted four Canadian beers (brand of beer)
What are those barrels?
Three beers and two ales. (banel of beer)
Sharvy states that the form beers is formed by deleting the classifier, and
by transposing the plural s of the classifier on the noun. It is clear that in
some way or another one has to account for the variety of objects that
can be referred to by a single mass nouns, but the question is whether
this is best done by postulating an empty classifier present in the
syntactic structure. I think this is not the case, for two reasons. The first
draws back on the paradigm in (6). If the mass-to-count shift is provoked
by insertion of an empty classifier in the syntax, we would not expect the
strong lexical restrictions that we find. It is much more plausible to
assume that the shift is made in the lexicon given the capricious pattern
we find. As the data in (6) are Dutch, this may not be considered a
conclusive argument against the claim that English might have no count
nouns, but then, at least, Sharvy's comparison of Chinese and English
cannot be extended to Dutch.
The second argument is based on the distribution of some clear
cases of empty classifiers. For this I make grateful use of a query on
Linguist List by David Gil in 1994. David Gil started his query with the
observation that in a restaurant setting, classifiers are not always
obligatory in some (dialects of) classifier languages. In Vietnamese, one
can say things such as rwo chicken, three beef and two coffee etc. In
Mandarin this appears not to be possible, but in Thai and Japanese it is.
As this construction is found in real classifier languages, it is plausible
that there is an empty classifier present that means something like serving
o/. Interestingly, in the same contexts we find cross-linguistically forms
where the plural is left out, as became clear from Gil's query. In English
it is possible to have two rice, three beer in the restaurant setting. In
Dutch this is also possibLe: twee bier 'two beer', drie cola'two cola' etc.
Given that there is no plural marking on mass nouns that are preceded by
a classifier, the absence of plural in these contexts seems to be an
indication that in fact we are dealing with an empty classifier: three
(servings of) beer, rice etc. This makes the plural agreement on the noun





beer in (22) very suspicious. v/hy would three beer mean only 'three
servings of beer', if all examples are derived from an empty classifier?
It is preferable to restrict the numbêr of empty classifiers to those cases
where the plural marking on the mass noun is absent. Next to the serving
of N*o,, examples that seem to be frequent in a restaurant setting cross
linguistically, the chemist use of twee goud'two gold' for 'two molecules
of gold' mentioned in section 2 could be an example.
It seems more appropriate to view two beers as a form in which
the plural marker indicates that a partitioning has to be made. As shown
in section 2, the way of partitioning has to be lexically restricted,
although there is a certain flexibility and quite some variety among
speakers. This has to be expressed in some sense, but not, according to
me, by inserting a whole array of empty classifiers in the syntactic
structure.
6. Conclusions
In this paper I have argued in favour of the existence of nouns that have
the syntactic distribution of mass nouns (no plural, necessity of classifiers
in the context of cardinal count numerals) but do not have the semantic
properties that are attributed to mass nouns in the literature. Next to the
pure mass nouns, which do not provide us with a partitioning (although
they can be understood as count in different ways by undergoing a mass-
to-count shift), there are also count mass nouns, which do provide us with
a cue of how to subdivide in an unambiguous way. I have tentatively
argued that the count mass nouns have a different semantic structure than
real count nouns and that they might be analyzed as mass groups. Finally,
I have given some arguments against the point of view of Sharvy, who
suggests that English count nouns might be derived from mass nouns by
insertion of an empty classifier.
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